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01st July 2020

Brian Gerrish and Mike Robinson with today's UK Column News.

START – Good news: excess mortality rate falls below five-year average
Leicester local lockdown – police to spot-check cars leaving the restricted zone…
Government provides details without showing any evidence to support them
SAGE recommended ramping up fear and turning communities against each other
The Ferguson effect: a similar situation occurred with Foot & Mouth –  community division
This policy seems deliberate by the UK ‘government of occupation’
Increased Covid-19 testing will obviously result in an increase in reported cases
Is this a trial run and normalisation of ‘City State’ powers…?
CoronaVirus found in waste water as early as March 2019 in Spain
The spike in excess deaths across the world happened after lockdown…

15:49 – More fear: schools, hospitals and offices told to prepare for ‘marauding’ terror attacks
Mail Online: is your teen secretly struggling with depression…?
Mail Online: workers’ health starts to fail at the age of 59
MSM complains about Covid-19 infodemic – the ‘wrong’ kind of information…

19:28 – David Noakes (GcMAF) contact information
CoronaVirus: Upper Crust owner blames lockdown for 5,000 UK redundancies
Michael Gove quotes Franklin Delano Roosevelt in Brexit comments
Gove suggests that change is coming to the UK Civil Service
Boris announces a ‘new deal’ - ‘the opportunity is massive’
The MainStream Media reaction to Boris…? Nothing, silence…
MSM too busy with vitriolic reaction to removal of British king Mark Sedwill
Jonathan Powell – Cummings versus the Civil Service: this looks very much like a rolling coup
Who is Mark Sedwill’s replacement David Frost…?

41:26 – CoronaVirus ‘pandemic’ was a political scam to destabilise the UK
If power is stripped from Cabinet Office, who will be running UK’s ‘government of occupation’…?
Dominic Cummings plans special bootcamp to teach government advisors…
Policy Exchange: unleashing the power of the Union – ideas for new leadership
As Britain is ‘modernised’ so the ‘government of occupation’ ensures it has protective secrecy
UK Column article: The Global Parliament of Mayors and the Abolition of the Electorate
Britain: a smokescreen of chaos leading to a transformation of UK society

49:27 – FaceBook and Google come to the attention of the Competition & Markets Authority
Another ‘non-profit’ - Stop Hate for Profit gain more companies who have stopped ads on FB
‘Hate’ - an undefined term often used to crush alternative viewpoints
Stop Hate for Profit collaborating with ‘fact checker’ FullFact…
This campaign will only increase censorship and further reduce free speech



03rd July 2020 

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News.

START – Jeffrey Epstein’s ex-girlfriend Ghislaine Maxwell charged in US
21 Wire: why did Ghislaine Maxwell leave safety of France for arrest in US…?
The Sun: bet you’re sweating now, Andy

07:04 – Super Saturday: ‘victory day’ tomorrow, 4 July
MainStream Media psychology: using terms like ‘new freedoms’ and ‘new normal’
Plymouth repaints pavements with Keep Apart signs…

10:56 – Self-isolation lifted – except for Leicester
CoronaVirus only affects tourists it seems…
Leicester: clothes factory bosses refuse to close as they can’t afford to shut again

15:08 – CoronaVirus: excess mortality didn’t exist before lockdown began
NPR: parts of Myanmar unaware of Covid-19 due to internet ban – no deaths
Wirral Council: Covid-19 outbreak prevention & control plan
Surveillance is a big part of the plan…for our safety of course
Cases or deaths – are statistics really important…?

23:48 – BBC: CoronaVirus immunity may be more widespread than tests suggest
Health and care staff front of queue for ‘game changer’ antibody tests
Antibody tests allow plenty of scope for suggesting a lack of immunity…
T-cell response is a far better indicator
Herd immunity works but social distancing prevents it from happening

33:00 – New York Times: how to help kids embrace mask-wearing
NYT article uses psychology and reframing to twist the narrative
Dr Simone Gold commentary: we do not consent
Dr Gold: the scientific usefulness of a mask has been aggressively overstated
Masking everyone is superstition, mandating face coverings requires consent of the governed

38:41 – Bill Gates: you will have a ‘choice’ whether you take the vaccine or not
USA: Colorado governor signs bill tightening vaccine exemptions…
Will normal engagement with the world require vaccination in the future…?
21 Wire: US University requiring both flu and Covid-19 vaccines for students to enter campus
Where will this end – will this policy become standardised…?

43:28 – US election season: White House dismisses reports of bounties to kill US troops
President Trump: this is all a made-up, fake news, media hoax started to slander me
Bountygate: Taliban paid by Putin to kill US troops – details from an anonymous source…
Neocons: The Lincoln Project – we are Republicans and we want Trump defeated
US election season dead horse: this is Russiagate 2.0



06th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News.

START – CoronaVirus could lead to 35,000 extra cancer deaths
CV didn’t stop cancer treatments – it was due to the government’s response
Peter Hitchens: we’ve all turned from normal humans into muzzled masochists
Hitchens: the political cleansing of our schools and universities continues ferociously
Stasi state: people now informing on others to the police
Scotland: Devi Sridhar tweets herself into more trouble
Scots ordered to wear face coverings in ALL shops from July 10 and face £60 fine
The minutiae of your life is now dictated by the state…
LNL meetings debate 2020: Corona – the role of science in times of crisis
CoronaVirus response is not being led by science, it is being led by politicised science
Science is broken leading society into disaster – many scientists speak out but are silenced
Experts silenced: shades of the climate change agenda…?
Poynter: a leader of thoughts…fighting the infodemic – the CoronaVirusFacts Alliance
Behind Poynter: who are the Shuttleworth Foundation…?
BBC: CoronaVirus lockdown – eight ways the lockdown has changed the UK
BBC deceives the public on Covid-19 death statistics
Off Guardian comment from Catte Black

30:16 – Friends of Ian R. Crane fundraiser up and running…and climbing

32:35 – Actress behind BLM protest in Whitehall disowns ‘Marxist’ Black Lives Matter
BBC tells staff not to wear Black Lives Matter badges on air
BBC doesn’t get modern culture: ‘Karen’ totally misunderstood by them
Labour party’s Kier Starmer goes all-out for positive discrimination…
US President Trump speaks out against the far left at Mount Rushmore
President Trump speaks to spiritual nature of conflict: we only kneel to Almighty God

42:26 – The Times: army ‘to be cut by 20,000’ if No.10 plan is approved
Un-named sources being used again by the Times…
David Ellis (SDI) asks pertinent question of Lieutenant Colonel Rupert Burridge

50:55 – Technology hailed as a ‘game-changer’ will expose identities of racist trolls
Signify: the Threat Matrix tech to be used – still no definition of ‘hate’…
Enter the Organization: adapt and innovate in uncertain times
Relax, we are to be developed by ‘The Organization’



08th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson, Alex Thomson and David Ellis with today's UK Column News.

START – Revealed: seven year CoronaVirus trail from mine deaths to a Wuhan lab
Former MI6 head Richard Dearlove: it’s an engineered escapee from Wuhan Institute
Christopher Steele: the Chinese are influencing British politicians, academics & business
Russiagate and the Skripal affair: all the Queen’s men
The same people who have been trying to oust US President Trump are involved here…
China and Russia are foils for a small clique
Any future hot war (real or proxy) will lead to world government…
Boris, Cummings and others are trying to head in a different direction
While being distracted, a huge psychological operation is underway on the population

14:41 – Huawei rhetoric: it’s not what it seems

19:44 – Army ‘to be cut by 20,000’ if No.10 plan is approved
This plan is not originally from No.10 – it has been in the works for a number of years
This is not about defence cuts it is preparation for EU military union regardless of Brexit
Defence procurement: we bought some masks but the Type 45 destroyers still don’t work
Deliberate mismanagement and inefficiency to weaken the British military for unification
Book recommendation: In The Public Interest by Gerald James
An unelected cabal has taken over control of the UK – the governmenr of occupation
EU Defense Washington Forum – July 8-9 2020
Does US President Trump fully understand what the EU is trying to build…?
Outgunned: the EU along with Eurasia will be able to overpower the USA

39:38 – The Spectator – dying of neglect: the other Covid care home scandal
Northern Ireland ‘action plan’ - 5 biggest hospital A&Es to no longer accept walk-ins…?
No accident: the bogus second-wave of the plandemic…
Joint Biosecurity Centre to take over UK’s Covid-19 response

46:44 – This is what you get asked on a 45-minute NHS test & trace phone call
Meet Gurinder Singh – NHS test & trace work leader
University of Reading: leading the government propaganda
BBC: CoronaVirus – WHO rethinking how Covid-19 spreads in air…

52:36 – Ian R. Crane appeal growing fast – any excess funds to be available to others

53:43 – Devon: facemasks amid the sea, sunshine and fresh air…
Those whom the Gods would destroy they first make mad
HM government: using a face covering is weak and the effect is likely to be small
Discarded face masks are now littering the sea
The public must challenge the smokescreen of chaos



10th July 2020 

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News.

START – Guidance for Public Health Officers – potentially infectious persons
What is a Public Health Officer…? Do they have law enforcement powers…?
As the CoronaVirus threat rapidly diminishes, new powers appear…
Simon Dolan (UK lockdown challenge) takes on the fight against these new rules
Arrivals to the UK from dozens of countries will no longer have to self-isolate
Scotland’s Sturgeon refuses entry to Spanish visitors
UK: Swedish, Serbian, Bulgarian, Albanian, Chinese and US visitors not welcome
It’s bio-jingoism but geo-politics is the real reason

19:13 – IHME: more CoronaVirus modelling used to control populations
More evidence on ineffectiveness of face masks against CV and danger of Hypoxia 
Telegraph: A&E appointments should be introduced in response to CoronaVirus
Gradually shutting down the NHS to force people to use private health care…?

29:28 – Ian R. Crane fundraising campaign still growing

30:18 – Chancellor’s mini budget last Wednesday: happy meals all round…
Pubs and restaurants in England trade at half their pre-virus levels
UK Column receives letter from a UK chef
Why is UK facing draconian lockdown regulations while other countries are not…?
The new normal: 13,500 work coaches to help people find work
Track & trace officers, Covid police, Public Health Officers are the new employment

38:44 – UK government debt hits £2 trillion…
OECD: facing the jobs crisis – unemployment is soaring worldwide
CoronaVirus is not driving this – government policy is the driver…

43:06 – The cost of rolling out universal credit rises by £1.4 billion, say auditors
Universal credit is not the solution and will just lead to more debt

44:07 – China and the new Steele dossier
British court rules against Steele in dossier lawsuit, orders ex-spy to pay Russian bankers
Russiagate comes to a screeching halt

45:31 – Al Qaeda pet rescue – the latest white helmet propaganda



13th July 2020

Mike Robinson, Patrick Henningsen and David Scott with today's UK Column News.

START – Good cop, bad cop: mask confusion continues
Scotland: face coverings must be worn in Scotland’s shops and public transport
Susan Michie (SAGE): ...but that’s not enough
Masks: a voluntary code unless you don’t comply…
No risk assessment is available from government on wearing of masks
Royal Society President: face masks should be seen in same way as wearing seatbelts
Why is this policy being so heavily pushed in the UK and USA…?
US virologist didn’t have CoronaVirus after weeks of daily NBC (fake) news updates…
Peter Hitchens: forget face masks and fear – let’s relax and accept the risk
How deadly is the CoronaVirus in reality…?
Testing rises: Florida breaks US CoronaVirus record for most new cases in a day
Florida’s new case numbers have been significantly inflated in recent weeks
BuryFreePress: Suffolk CoronaVirus infection rate one of the lowest in England
Public Health England takes steps to avoid any further double-counting errors…
Matt Hancock: by acting collectively to test & trace, we will keep Covid cornered
By ‘protecting the NHS’, government has ended up killing people by shutting it down
Hancock enjoying his ‘swift and silent’ powers to remove individuals for screening…
Serbian government caves to public pressure and cancels new lockdown
Ireland to impose quarantine on incoming travellers
Areas and regions are creating their own unique rules to prevent freedom of movement
The China model is coming: fully automated medical mass surveillance

34:26 – Covid culture: pub PPE confusion  
Treated like a herd of cattle: Cornwall pub installs electric fence at the bar
Meanwhile, US government deficit for June: $863 billion in a month…MSM ignores it

39:02 – Ian R. Crane crowdfunding donations continue to rise

39:33 – Councils prepare massive cuts in jobs & services after losing cash on investments
Shades of the Icelandic banking crash losses – when will this end…?
Councils using hidden reserves from Council Tax payments to gamble with public money

43:11 – Brexit: the UK transition – check – change – go 
£750 million investment to be made in UK borders

47:00 – Turkey’s Hagia Sophia cathedral museum to become a mosque
21 Wire article: Turkey’s 6th religious council – dawn of a sharia-compliant new Turkey
Plenty of mishief can be wrought in this area by the EU…

54:57 – Ireland: protests against mass-sexualisation of children & new children’s minister
The creeping normalisation of paedophilia
New children’s minister Roderic O’Gorman: protestors are far-right nazis…



15th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and Alex Thomson with today's UK Column News.

START – Huawei cancelled
What has caused this decision…? The US is the primary driver
The Mark Sedwill crowd put Huawei in place originally
GCHQ cyber security team expressed concerns and were allegedly silenced
09:18 – Mask moaners
PrimaryDoctor.org -  masks are neither effective nor safe: a summary of the science
WHO: widespread use of masks by healthy people is not yet supported by scientific evidence
BBC – CoronaVirus: why attitudes to masks have changed around the world
BBC again fails to report facts but promotes the opinion of Masks4All
UK Column asks for a copy of Masks4All Medical Risk Assessment on wearing of masks   
Birmingham: revealed – 16 care homes given £1000 to take Covid-positive hospital patients
Where was the Precautionary Principal…?
UK Column article: Lockdown deaths, not Covid deaths

20:15 – Netherlands: further draconian regulations introduced – public protest follows
Fascism rising: Dutch police appear to be deliberately provoking a riot…
Germany: soldiers go door-to-door and force CoronaVirus tests on public
The new normal: lockdowns to continue indefinitely

30:16 – EU Defence Union – the end…?
UK and USA in talks: joint modernisation of British and US Armies
Is this a realignment away from the EU…?
Chatham House: why the UK has taken Foreign Policy out of Brexit negotiations
There are two forms of elitism involved…

39:23 – Bristol: Edward Colston statue is replaced by unofficial sculpture of BLM protestor
BBC and national media promotes statue’s ‘artist’ - meet Marc Quinn
Peter Whittle: if this is allowed to stand, then the triumph of mob rule will be complete
Dealing with a mob: don’t follow them…

45:28 – New York Times – Tom Cotton: send in the troops…article causes chaos
A toxic self-censorship environment exists in media, universities, schools, government 

50:06 – London Evening Standard: Commons church runs out of money for Sunday services

51:12 – BBC: how to talk about conspiracy theories
Spectacular misleading ‘advice’ and propaganda from the BBC…



17th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish and Mike Robinson with today's UK Column News.

START – Russian spies try to steal our vaccine…
Media independence – the same story appears across virtually all MainStream Media
NCSC: we are 95% confident that the attacks we investigated came from Russia
October 2019: ISCP sends its report ‘Russia’ to PM…report will be released next week
UKGov propaganda network: a closer look at Britain’s state spying apparatus
UK MSM now reliant on government money for their existence and complicit in propaganda
This is a soviet system being built – democracy no longer exists

16:24 – Air & Space Power Conference 2020
New British ‘Protector’ drones to enter service – who will control them…?
Third close incident between Royal Navy submarine and surface vessel in four years
Breakdown is seen wherever ‘transformational change’ is happening in UK organisations

21:46 – Ian R. Crane fundraiser still climbing

23:00 – BBC: manipulating us with every article they publish
Why no-one can ever recover from Covid-19 in England – a statistical anomaly
Matt Hancock launches urgent review into fiasco at PHE over recorded Covid deaths
Statistical flaw is likely why the daily death tolls hardly seem to be going down in England
Currently impossible to know how many deaths announced by DoH were not caused by Covid

33:48 – Vaccine Manufacturing and Innovation Centre and Atrazeneca receive huge handouts
Vaccine approval…? Who needs approval…?
Freedom of Information request on Covid vaccine tech information refused…
Trial of Oxford Covid-19 vaccine starts in Brazil

39:26 – Boris unveils £3 billion plan to get NHS ‘battle ready’ for winter
Behavioural Insights Team still hard at work…
UK on track to sell £533 billion of debt this year (but it won’t cost as much)

44:48 – TheCityUK: Supporting UK economic recovery post Covid-19
ONS: UK company payrolls fell by 649,000 between March and June
Largest annual decrease in total actual weekly hours on record
Centrica employees face revised contracts with no overtime

49:27 – Book recommendation: The European Union Collective by Christopher Story
Who is driving this policy in UK today…an external power or a government of occupation…?



20th July 2020

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News.

START – Russiagate UK continues to build
NCSC are 95% confident that ‘the attacks we investigated came from Russia’…
Russian Ambassador: I don’t believe this story, there is no sense in it (Russian vaccine hack)
BBC’s Andrew Marr suggests to Ambassador that Russia wants to see the UK split up
SNP claims that Russia hacked Scottish independence movement, then helped it…
UK security vetting chief to be moved from MoD to the cabinet office
UK government’s propaganda network – another look
Russiagate and the Skripal affair: all the Queen’s men
US Senate Judiciary Committee releases declassified transcript of FBI’s primary source interview
Document reveals primary source of Steele’s reporting not Russian but an employee of Steele’s firm
Bill Binney (formerly NSA) to make his case to the world this Thursday 23 July
Russiagate falls completely flat – who is really controlling the UK government…?

23:22 – Brexit: Dominic Cummings sends panic through EU with plot for ‘pure’ no deal Brexit
Deep state trying to deal with President Trump in USA and Brexit in UK…?
A clean break with the EU would be a huge geopolitical move…

27:00 – Face mask pantomime continues – confusion is deliberate to create friction between people
38 Degrees runs campaign to get people wearing face masks
UK Column asks for a copy of the 38 Degrees medical risk assessment…
Asthma UK recognises the dangers of face masks
UK Column viewer sends Email to their MP – doctors refusing to write mask exemption letters
China: two children die after exercising with masks on
UNESCO: Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights – Article 6: Consent
BBC News: CoronaVirus outbreak investigated at Motherwell contact tracing centre
The Times’ Camilla Long: when all this is over there will be a great reckoning…
BBC News promotes vaccines: UK government signs deal for 90 million doses
Government Vaccine Taskforce chair Kate Bingham: we may never get a vaccine…
Bingham: a Managing Partner at SV Health Investors (a hedge fund making money from suffering)
SV Health Investors: another one working with Bill Gates

46:47 – OFCOM still trying to regulate the internet: video sharing platforms now under scrutiny
This is being driven by political motivation and the desire to control ideas

51:45 – 75% of children who received vaccines in Mexican town now dead or hospitalised
Twitter disallows sharing a link to the story on Natural News website…
Natural News: children vaccinated with flu shot have a 440% increase in risk of respiratory viruses
Twitter doesn’t want you to know about these stories

55:02 – First, Nightingale hospitals now Nightingale Courts: no recording or juries…?



22nd July 2020

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and Alex Thomson with today's UK Column News.

START – Covid 19: what is coming…?
UK Column viewer John emails PHE on mandatory mask exemptions
UK mask exemptions: documented proof is not needed
Government attacks the public mind with applied psychology on Covid and mask advice
These are soviet tactics similar to the old USSR – opacity leading to chaos and confusion
Autumn spike: The Academy of Medical Sciences…Preparing for a Challenging Winter 2020/21
Easy to see: a planned assault on the population of Great Britain
Advanced booking will be required for Accident and Emergency…
‘Authorities’ may require access to people’s private homes – Germany already does this
DH&SC and PHE guidance for PHOs: people may be taken from their homes for Covid testing
Many other European countries are planning the same approach…
The ‘independent’ Academy of Medical Sciences: meet their partners & collaborators
Meet Professor Stephen Holgate: a huge conflict of interests…?

34:00 – Russiagate report released: many names of information providers redacted…
The reports main goals: legislate against ‘online harms’; new investigation into Brexit vote…?
UK government did not ‘seek evidence’ of Russian interference during 2016 EU referendum
Written evidence ‘appeared’ to suggest that HMG had not seen or sought evidence of interference
Study by Ben Nimmo (Integrity Initiative) mentioned by name along with others from II…
UK government propaganda network: Integrity Initiative a major part along with 77 Brigade
Between three and four thousand people now working to propagandise the UK public
A further 20,000 people are available on rapid readiness if needed…
A small clique with a blinkered worldview: if Brits think like Russians, they have been hijacked   

46:08 – Bill Binney (ex-NSA) makes his case to the world tomorrow 23 July
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo in London yesterday argues for further demonisation of China
No social distancing or masks in evidence at the meetings…
Discredited former MI6 officer Christopher Steele’s report on China: be scared…!
Due to Covid confusion the public are very malleable and can be led by government and the MSM
The Invisible College: a major pool of those who have plotted to capture UK institutions
Book recommendations: all titles by William Stuart (William Stuart Books)
Invisible College setup the Royal Society, British Academy, Royal Academy of Engineering & more
There is a hidden hand at work in the UK…



24th July 2020 

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News.

START – CoronaVirus: new face covering rules (recommendations) come into force in England
Confusing messages: Lidl’s statement – do not refuse entry to customers not wearing covering…
Twitter mask fans use the term ‘new face mask law’ to imply it is a legal requirement
Brexit divisiveness is now amplified with friction between mask users and non-users 
21 Wire: American Appeasement – poll finds 72% support mask mandates punishable by fine or jail time
BBC propaganda: how to wear a mask…
Mask madness: a look at some apparently ‘appropriate’ masks
USA: California sees a surge in armed robberies as criminals use CV face masks to hold up stores
SAS-trained security expert: CV face masks could be used by terrorists to hide their identity
Pro-mask advocates seem to be largely on the left of the political spectrum as with Brexit remainers

25:36 – Coroni is confused: employees seem immune while customers are in danger…
CV national response: different laws in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
New ‘local lockdowns’ mean different ‘laws’ in counties and cities = the end of Common Law
Covid-19 Law Lab: collecting legal documents from the Covid-19 response (globally)
National sovereignty…? Globalists are taking advantage of this crisis to increase their control…
What’s coming this winter: UK to vaccinate thirty million people during flu season this year
Matt Hancock: Prime Minister announces £3 billion to ‘protect the NHS’
Chris Whitty: having the (flu) vaccine protects you and helps reduce transmission to others
Ramping up the flu vaccine allows many other respiratory diseases to increase
Flu vaccine has been pushed for years with no reduction in numbers
UK herd immunity: Prof. Sunetra Gupta (Oxford University) questions the CV narrative
Antibody testing for CoronaVirus is not the whole story…
Wonder vaccine panacea: AstraZeneca’s vaccine generated immune response in 1000 patients
The MainStream Media narrative: immunity can only come from a vaccine
AstraZeneca CoronaVirus vaccine trials are taking place in Brazil
Prof. Gupta: we are closing ourselves off not just to the disease, but to other aspects of being human
The Telegraph: (CV) lockdown may cost 200,000 lives, government report shows
Government is taking huge risks at the public’s expense

41:50 – UK Column viewers send serious CoronaVirus questions to their MPs
What was Coroni doing before the lockdown began…?
Suffolk MP Dan Poulter skirts his questions and suggests some may be libellous…
The Telegraph: viral second wave fear will drive us into another lockdown
Telegraph article: Imperial College’s research needs to be particularly scrutinised
Media should put its energies into probing the dishonesty of politicians & assertions of scientists

49:14 – Ex-NSA Bill Binney’s press conference now available on YouTube



27th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News.

START – Compulsory face masks and a new anti-obesity drive
Teachers’ unions call for compulsory face masks for schoolchildren…
What is really driving the Covid mask policy…? 
As Covid infections fall away to almost nothing, masks become compulsory…?
Government’s creeping regulations are taking more and more power over people…
Asthma UK produces revised mask advice, lacking in factual information
UK Column viewer email regarding the danger of masks
Official mask advice is reckless at minimum – still no risk assessments provided

15:26 – My Last Will and Testament: Covid threat to last for ever…?
Chaos continues: Vietnam evacuates 80,000 from city after 3 positive Covid-19(84) cases
CV testing is creating much of the hype and furore surrounding the ‘pandemic’
UKC viewer email regarding Covid-19 and high level NHS opinion on Covid…

20:56 – NHS to benefit from £13.4 billion debt write-off…? Where is the money coming from…?
David Scott writes to the Scottish government with NHS debt write-off questions
October 2018: SNP to write off £150 million of debt from Scotland’s hospitals
Precious metal: gold hits a new record high in UK and USA as Dollar freefall accelerates
Jim Grant (Grant’s Interest Rate Observer): a most curious juxtaposition 
ZeroHedge: is the ‘monetary moment’ sparking a loss of faith in FIAT…?
A new historical time is upon us: what will happen next…?
All of this is happening under the smokescreen of Covid…
West Sussex County Council: an ‘Economy Reset Plan’ is in the offing
The ‘great reset’ is coming down to the local level – more ‘climate change’ agenda ahead
BBC: Covid agenda pushed hard but virtually nothing on the state of economy
BoE Chief Economist Andrew Haldane: there had been a V-shaped bounceback

40:55 – Defence Secretary Wallace: we are putting Space at the heart of Britain’s defence
Russiagate Fake News: Steele dossier now completely debunked

47:03 – BBC: what the heroin industry can teach us about solar power
Almost 80% of Afghan opium now comes from the South-West, including Helmand
BBC report suggests opium production is part of the ‘green’ economy
Afghan opium production virtually stopped in 2001 under the Taliban…

53:27 – Free to Disagree campaign launches in Scotland
Hate Crimes Bill makes it possible for people to be prosecuted over remarks made at the dinner table
Still no definition of ‘hate’…
Book recommendation: The Politics of Heroin by Alfred W. McCoy



29th July 2020 

Brian Gerrish and Mike Robinson with today's UK Column News.

START – Spikes not wanted in a bubble…
Coroni is confused: WHO says spikes are here and there are lots more to come
Propaganda: number of cases not important – the number of hospitalisations and deaths is
BBC propaganda: young people driving Europe virus spike, WHO says…
Classic divide & conquer tactics – using the young (less wise) against the older generations
CoronaVirus being used by government to drive forward many globalist policies
UK being controlled by a government of occupation – not who the people voted for
UK Column viewer’s email on UK Excess Mortality Spikes
SNP minister says he is considering wearing a face mask ‘for the rest of my life’
Masks: where is the best available scientific evidence…? Still no risk assessments…
Many people are now emailing MPs with serious questions on mask safety
MPs are responding with a standard letter regurgitating government advice from SAGE
The Royal Society: face masks and coverings for the general public
Spanish Flu: mask wearing was ineffective then too…
Masks: all about using applied psychology to modify people’s behaviour and control them
BBC: Covid studies to examine virus link with ethnicity
Can vitamin D lower your risk of Covid-19 (among many other illnesses)…?

29:17 – Corona vaccine (still unapproved) – another 60 million doses on the way…
Government has secured four different vaccine classes to date for the UK
Vaccine approval…? Who needs approval…?
Freedom of Information being slowly strangled to prevent public access to important data

35:27 – The David Ellis Show – starts this Thursday 30 July at 7:30pm

37:05 – The state uses applied psychology to enforce bad science
Government ‘Mindspace’ document 2010: people’s behaviour will be changed, they will not know
Mail Online adds to CV mask confusion: masks are safe except when they’re not…
CNN: fear-mongering tactics using wrong death figures from South Africa
BBC: CoronaVirus in South Africa – why the low fatality rate may be misleading
BBC on CoronaVirus: short on facts, big on fear

46:11 – Email from UK Column viewer on HydroxyChloroQuine (HCQ)
Another doctor releases video questioning the virus

47:09 – Economics: lockdown causes £30 billion sales loss for pubs and bars
BBC: CoronaVirus – business rescue package has ‘delayed the inevitable’
NatWest boss warns of business failures but pledges support to struggling firms
RBS systematically destroyed its customers’ businesses for profit, leaked files show

51:10 – UK’s first ever space launch…?
Why was UK’s Black Arrow rocket project cancelled in the early 1970s…?
New UK space launch likely to be for the military to put weapons into space…
Ian R. Crane’s funding drive is still ongoing and climbing



31st July 2020 

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News.

START – Boris propaganda: a new lockdown for the North of England
Rossendale included after first positive test creates ‘100% rise’ in case numbers…
The timing of this latest move seems suspect – designed to create tensions…?
Priti Patel: putting more police officers on the streets to keep us safe (who is ‘us’)
Are politicians getting nervous of a huge potential public backlash…?
USA: CDC latest provisional death counts for CoronaVirus – still dropping like a stone
Associated Press: US virus numbers now include probable cases without tests…
BBC: Matt Hancock calls for urgent review into CoronaVirus death data in England
‘Cases – lots of cases’: data and statistics are being heavily manipulated
Case numbers will obviously rise when numbers of people being tested (as now) rises
21 Wire: Chicago resident required to quarantine after visiting 22 states, threats of huge fines
This opens the door for complete chaos – a rolling quarantine and lockdowns…

15:38 – SPI-B (SAGE Behavioural Sub-Committee) – public ‘fear’ to be increased
Professor Robert West (UCL Behavioural Science) – we need to ramp up public concern
NHS launches test and trace campaign with sickening propaganda advert
UK government is exporting the propaganda & Behavioural Insights Team technology
World medicine man Bill Gates getting very concerned about CoronaVirus misinformation
Outspoken doctors and medical experts are being silenced on social media…
Google CEO admits company engages in manual censorship and blacklists
YouTube CEO: we’ll ban any CoronaVirus content against WHO guidelines
Del Bigtree (The Highwire) has entire YouTube channel deleted without warning
Huge conflicts of interest: Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is just one example
After US funding for WHO was pulled, the Gates Foundation became the largest donor…
The cartel: WHO, Big Pharma, social media and the MainStream Media

37:01 – Head of SIS Alex Younger (‘C’) retires – replacement is Richard Moore 
Dominic Raab: EU Cyber Sanctions will continue after end of transition period
US President Trump: Germany is delinquent
12,000 US troops to be removed from Germany, more planned for removal from Japan

45:24 – UN: World Day Against Trafficking in Persons – 30 July 2020
Nicola Murray: UK Gov is committed to the eradication of all forms of modern slavery
Profit from modern slavery – £130 billion, UK Gov commits £61 million to fight it…

47:35 – Economics: Cabinet Office Plan to Rebuild (Covid-19 recovery strategy)
Furloughed employees then made redundant to receive redundancy pay based on original salary
Lloyds Bank bad loan provision: £3.8 billion for 2020
Royal Dutch Shell: $18 billion loss
Governments did this: none of it is caused by a virus…


